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Disclaimer



This is me



What to expect from this presentation



Security Issues



In your Kubernetes cluster/cloud environment



What are misconfiguration?

Configuration Tools

Cloud Platforms/SaaS



Misconfigurations are everywhere 



How does Security Scanning Usually work?



How do security scanners work



Our main open source projects -- https://github.com/aquasecurity

Cloud native, open source 
security scanner

Runtime, security and 
forensic tool using ebpf
 



How does our workflow look like









 





How can we ensure our processes are 
working as expected?



 

 





Here are the processes we followed



Here are the processes we followed

“We did not expect things to “just” work”



In comparison: Security Setup



SRE/Observability Space vs DevSecOps

SRE DevSecOps

Failure Culture Success Culture

Experimentation Processes and Protocols

Systems are perceived as dynamic Systems are perceived as static

Humans play a vital role Reduce human-computer interaction



Chaos Engineering



Definition

"Chaos Engineering is the 

discipline of experimenting on 

a system in order to build 

confidence in the system’s 

capability to withstand 

turbulent conditions in 

production." 
- The Principles of Chaos Engineering



 

 



“What happens if you apply Chaos 
Engineering to Security”





Resources on Security Chaos Engineering



Definition

“The identification of security control 

failures through proactive 

experimentation to build confidence in 

the system’s ability to defend against 

malicious conditions in production.1”

- Security Chaos Engineering by Aaron Rinehart, Kelly 

Shortridge

https://learning.oreilly.com/library/view/security-chaos-engineering/9781492080350/introduction01.html
https://learning.oreilly.com/search/?query=author%3A%22Aaron%20Rinehart%22&sort=relevance&highlight=true
https://learning.oreilly.com/search/?query=author%3A%22Kelly%20Shortridge%22&sort=relevance&highlight=true
https://learning.oreilly.com/search/?query=author%3A%22Kelly%20Shortridge%22&sort=relevance&highlight=true




In your Kubernetes cluster/cloud environment



Key Principles of Security Chaos Engineering

•Seeks proactive, adaptive learning over reactive patching

•Building a learning culture around how organizations build, operate, 
instrument, and secure their systems

•Controlled test – you already know the issue & you are identifying the 
effect



Why should we “break” our systems

- A resilient system isn’t one that is robust but one that can withstand failure 
“Resilience should be thought of as a proactive and perpetual cycle of 
system-wide monitoring, anticipating disruptions, learning from success and 
failure, and adapting the system over time.”

- We build and run complex systems - complex systems are adaptive

- View our system like an attacker would

- Goal: Identify our system’s safety boundaries before they are exceeded



Implementing Security Chaos Engineering

1. Perform manual changes

2. Adapting existing Chaos Engineering Tools

3. Building custom operators





Resources on Security Chaos Engineering



Thank you!

@urlichsanais

linkedin.com/in/urlichsanais/


